The Maritimes Energy Association, in partnership with the Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency, is pleased to lead an in-person Atlantic Canadian
delegation to the 14th Caribbean Renewable Energy Forum (CREF).
Each company registration comes with one conference pass valued at $1795 USD as well as a custom
matchmaking program designed by mission consultants Beyond Ventures Group and M&C Latin
Trade Consulting, access to a private meeting room onsite and the ability to display company
promotional materials at the Atlantic Canadian booth on the Exhibition floor.
Additional conference passes are available through the Maritimes Energy Association for a
discounted rate of $950USD each. There is no additional charge for company representatives to
participate in the business matchmaking meetings only. Invoices will be issued in CAD, with current
currency conversion reflected.
All other expenses are the responsibility of the attending delegates including airfare, meals,
accommodation and incidentals.

Fees to participate:
$500 + HST per company
Register here
A limited number of discounted rooms are available at the conference venue, the JW Marriott Marquis
Miami. The exclusive rate applies until March 24. Once delegates register, the booking link will be provided.

For more information on the CREF mission and the benefits of attending, the MEA will
be hosting a webinar with ACOA, Beyond Ventures Group, M&C Latin Trade Consulting
and the event hosts, New Energy Events on March 15 at 2pm ADT. You can register
here.

More About CREF:
Through the last decade, CREF has become the place the Caribbean energy market meets governments, utilities, multilaterals and investors all explore opportunities to ramp up investment in
clean energy across the region. As the largest and longest established clean energy event in the
Caribbean, CREF provides a compelling mixture of world-class content and an unmatched
opportunity to meet all the key participants in this rapidly emerging market. Whether you are a
regional policy-maker or an international developer, a regional utility or a multilateral active in the
Caribbean, CREF is simply a must-attend event.
Attendees can expect a cutting-edge agenda designed with one thought in mind: How do we get the
energy transition over the finish line? Some issues are perennial - the need for regulators to take the
helm, for example, and the dearth of bankable projects - while others are new to the table. What role
will Green Hydrogen come to play in the regional economy? Can we now scale up e-mobility
programs and infrastructure across the region? Has Covid accelerated the shift to DG in the region?
These topics will be tackled and much more over the course of CREF 2022.
Please note: You must be fully vaccinated to attend CREF 2022. To learn more, please visit CREF's
website here.

The benefits of attending CREF as part of The Maritimes Energy Association led Atlantic Canada
Trade Mission are many. Read what some former delegates have said:
“Atlantic Canada staff and trade commissioners were very engaged and helpful throughout the
mission. My constructive recommendations are really for our own company: It would have been
helpful to have a second person to split meetings, attend conference presentations and seek out key
contacts during networking events.”
“The pre-mission briefings provided good insight into how our time would be best used, as well as
introducing us to key individuals to lean on for support and advice from the Atlantic Delegation.”
“CREF and the Atlantic Canada team is a tremendous asset to clean tech exporters from Atlantic
Canada. It has served as a launch pad for our business, and we hope that it continues to be a focus
of ACOA for many years to come.”
“One of the most interesting and potentially the most promising show I have attended in 30 years
of business.”

